
Get Involved with Your Therapy Using
SmartVest® SQL® and SmartVest Connect™

Your Therapy
Just Got Smarter



Simply Smart
HFCWO Therapy
Working with your healthcare team to make informed decisions 

about your therapy is now even easier.

Introducing SmartVest® SQL® with wireless technology, an innovative 

system designed to make it easy for you and your healthcare team to 

track therapy performance and collaborate in treatment decisions. 

Through the SmartVest Connect™ online portal, you and your 

healthcare team gain unparalleled access to data that helps guide 

your therapy plan. Up-to-the-minute use monitoring lets you easily 

see how your therapy plan is working. A real-time SmartVest Score 

makes therapy fun, while notes and emoticon feeling ratings give you 

a way to update and track progress.

When used consistently, the SmartVest system 
significantly reduces hospitalizations, repeat antibiotic 
treatments, and emergency department visits.1

Using the new SmartVest SQL with wireless technology couldn’t be 

any simpler: just plug it in. The generator starts recording use as soon 

as treatment begins and sends data to a secure cloud location.

“Electromed made HFCWO therapy
easy-to-use and easy-to-understand,

which made a difference in Caleb’s health.”
—Erin, Caleb’s mom



SmartVest Connect:
Designed to Improve Quality of Life

SmartVest SQL with wireless technology is the new way to manage

your therapy. Created for patients and healthcare teams, SmartVest SQL 

with SmartVest Connect provides the personalized feedback you need to 

take an active role in your HFCWO therapy.

Easy-to-read goal reports 
provide you and your 

healthcare team an in-depth 
look at performance.

Notes make it quick and 
easy to communicate with 

your healthcare team 
about your therapy.

SmartVest Connect 
ensures that encrypted 
data is uploaded and 

stored securely.

Simply Smart
Access SmartVest 

Connect at home or 

on-the-go — therapy 

data is just a few 

clicks away, any time.

Get involved with your therapy using SmartVest Connect
and the SmartVest SQL Airway Clearance System. 

What’s next? Following your in-home training, an Electromed team member
will contact you to set up access to SmartVest Connect.
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Get involved with your therapy 
using SmartVest Connect ™

and the SmartVest® SQL® 
Airway Clearance System.  

Visit www.smartvest.com 
or contact Electromed at 800.462.1045.

Making life’s important moments possible — one breath at a time.®

Corporate Headquarters
500 Sixth Avenue NW, New Prague, MN 56071

Phone: 800.462.1045 or 952.758.9299 · Fax: 866.758.5077
info@electromed.com · www.smartvest.com

Engineered and Built in Minnesota
Electromed, Inc., is committed to a strong and continuing program of innovation 
for the benefit of patients and their caregivers.

Accredited by The Joint Commission

www.facebook.com/SmartVestAirwayClearanceSystem


